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Anyone can write code that a computer can understand.

Good programmers write code that humans can understand.

Refactoring: Improving the Design of Existing Code
What is Refactoring?

Code Changes
- Increase readability and maintainability
- Observable behavior remains the same

Has been around for years
not LabVIEW specific

A hard sell to Management

Also referred to as “cleaning up code”

Refactoring is not code optimization
Causes of ‘Bad Code’

I. Novice programmer

II. Rushed development

III. Prototype became final application

IV. Experimenting of new algorithms or design patterns
When to Refactor Code

I. Adding a feature to a VI

II. Debugging a VI

III. There is value in a VI that functions

IV. Plans to make VI part of reuse library
When to Rewrite VIs

I. VIs do not function
II. VIs satisfy small portion of your needs
III. VI needs re-architecting
   I. Can use sub-VIs
Refactoring Guidelines

I. Review code and understand it well
II. Create Test Plan
III. Keep backups or use source code control
IV. Keep changes simple
V. Test often
Review & Understand Code

I. Review documentation

II. Meet with original developers

III. Meet with operators

IV. Review code

V. Make your own notes, flow charts

VI. Run code
Create Test Plan

I. Refactoring emphasizes testing

II. Ensures that other parts do not “break”

III. Could use test driven development

   a. Make VIs that ‘test’ the refactored VIs
Keep Backups

I. Allows you to undo changes

II. Source Code Control is preferred
   
   Examples: SourceSafe, CVS, SVN, Perforce

III. Can zip source folder and store
Keep Changes Simple

I. Make cosmetic improvements first
II. Enter notes directly into VIs
III. Allows you to get more familiar with code
IV. Deep changes may break code
Test Often

I. Minimal time loss when undoing changes

II. Changes may expose existing race conditions

III. Have operator run program
Block Diagram Clean-up (LabVIEW 8.6 only)

I. Very fast clean up of VI

II. Better for lower-level VIs

III. May obfuscate VIs with Design Pattern

IV. Can tweak parameters
   Tools>>Options Block Diagram: Cleanup

V. Cannot cleanup partial Block Diagram

VI. Can undo
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VI Analyzer Toolkit

I. Automated application code review
II. Over 60 included tests
III. Customize tests for individual applications
IV. Programmatically configure and run tests
V. Report generation for documentation and for tracking progress of code quality
VI. Included in Developer Suite
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